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BUSINESS UPDATE
It is now three quarters of the way through
this financial year and we are still pedalling
hard. The usual April tasks; finishing sealing
season, planning for irrigation works, shires
and government departments making sure
that they spend all their budgets, setting
our own budgets for next year, have had an
impressive list of renewable energy projects,
rail upgrades and road works added on
for 2018. The chances of us finishing the
year ahead of our sales and profit budgets
are good. The challenge remains to keep
pedalling smart so that we can meet
customer requirements safely and efficiently.
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Another end-of-financial-year project that
consumes a lot of time are our non-mining
EBA negotiations. For the last 4 months
discussions have been underway to review
our existing employment arrangements and
see how they can be improved.
A significant improvement in the proposed
new EBA is that it will apply to both our
Concrete and Quarry divisions. Previously
there has been two separate EBAs which has
been confusing. If the proposed new EBA is
agreed to, conditions for all employees will
be more consistent and thus it will be easier
for people to move between divisions. This
provides employees with more variety in
their work and the capacity to earn more as
their multi-skilled talents are rewarded.

As with all things at Mawsons we strive to
achieve family friendly, win-win outcomes.
It is expected that the new EBA will meet
this objective with pay increases ahead
of inflation and improved parental leave
provisions just two of several benefits that
are being discussed in the negotiations.
Across our network plant improvements
and new machine deliveries continue.
Over recent weeks new mobile crushers
and screens have arrived enabling our
mobile quarry teams to expand their role in
complimenting fixed quarry capacity. Several
new front end loaders and excavators are
starting work or about to be delivered.
The importance of training and developing
top class operators is critical as we strive
to improve our safety and production
outcomes with this new gear. Fixed plant
improvements with several new silos and
innovative batch plant upgrades have kept
our plant design and fabrication crews very
busy as you can see by the pictures in this
edition.
JOHN MAWSON,
Managing Director

CONTACT:
head office:
Cohuna

141 King George St
Cohuna 3568

Ph: (03) 5456 2409
Fax: (03) 5456 2428
Email: sales@mawsons.com.au
www.mawsons.com.au

Top Right - Cat 980M - Loader
Middle - Terex 80 foot stacker
Top Left - HD405-7 Dump Truck.
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FAMILY DAY

The picturesque Seymour Race Course was the chosen venue for our 2017 Family Day. A large marquee was erected on
the lawns near the finishing post and a designated area for the Mawson employees and families was created.
Children were entertained with face painting, clowns, games and jumping castle and the adults enjoyed the race
meeting and catching up with workmates, old and new, and their families.
A delicious roast meal and sweets were served and refreshments were on offer. During the course of the day Awards for
safety initiatives, teamwork, partnering and innovation were presented and Darren Colville was the recipient of his 25
Year Club award.
The lovely weather, good company and an entertaining race meeting made for another great Family Day.

MAWSONS 25 YEAR CLUB
Congratulations to Darren Colville on his admission to the
Mawson 25 Year Club. Darren started in 1992 at the Lake
Boga Quarry as a bin truck operator and lent his hand to
many tasks, soon showing he was a very capable all-round
operator. From the bin truck he progressed to the office and
laboratory earning his NATA signatory status. In 2004 he
was promoted to site supervisor and then in 2010 was made
quarry manager. Darren achieved his Diploma of Surface
Extraction in 2012.
Over the years Darren has worked with many interesting
people at Lake Boga quarry. The larrikin Taylor family which
has had seven brothers, sons and nephews work at the
quarry, stand out alongside fellow 25 year club member Robin
Roberts, Brian Lynas and Trevor Pumpa. Darren has worked
under numerous Quarry Managers from Wayne Van Every
through to Adam Gordon, Des Walsh and Peter McMullen.
In recent years Lake Boga has been quite a busy quarry with good activity levels being experienced at Swan Hill and
Robinvale amongst other locations and projects we supply. Darren’s abilities as a manager have grown greatly over
recent years as he has matured into the manager’s role.
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Concrete & Quarries
COUNTRY CONCRETE SPONSORS SPEEDWAY CAR

Michael Naismith, Country Concrete Moama, is excited to
be displaying the Country Concrete logo on his Speedway
Commodore car. Michaels’ car has a different engine
combination this year which has so far proven to be a
positive move.
After three race meetings at Heartland Raceway Moama
Michael has had two wins. There will be a couple more
meetings before the state title which will be held at
Alexandra at Easter time.

Pictured above the Commodore sporting the Country Concrete logo.

THE ALLEN RACE TEAM
Nineteen year old Kelsey Allen, the youngest daughter of
Christine and Darren, Mawsons cartage contractors from
Mildura, started racing speedway when she was seven
years old and is now into her third year racing an “AMCA”
Speedway car. As Kelsey discovered at both the Australian
Titles (held in Ballarat) and the Victorian Titles (held in
Swan Hill) not only is this a very male orientated sport,
but having a young lady participate in the race was quite
a novelty for the other drivers; who nonetheless were very
respectful, friendly and encouraging.
At the Australian Titles Kelsey came second in the “C
Main”, and after transferring she finished 10th in the “B
Main”. Kelsey qualified at the front of the “B Main” of the
Victorian title, then transferred to the A Main where she
finished 15th. Not bad for a young lass in a field of over
40 of the best AMCA drivers from around Australia. Her
mum and dad were very proud.
Over the years Kelsey has finished on the podium in other
classes many times, even winning a couple of state karting
titles when she was in juniors’, and in her first year as a
senior.
Kelsey, Christine and Darren travel widely, and most
weekends are racing away. This year they have also raced
at Whyalla, Renmark, Adelaide and Murray Bridge.
Before this season finishes, she will also have travelled
to Waikerie and Bordertown, with plans to also visit
Parramatta (Sydney) and Darwin.
The Allen family business, Sunraysia Sands Pty. Ltd. has
been contracting for Mawsons for many years in Mildura.

Pictured above Kelsey
at the wheel of her
car.

Pictured above Kelsey and her car in action.

They have three tipper combinations (1 x PBS Truck and
Dog and 2 x Stag B Doubles). They also own the Mack
Prime Mover towing the Mawsons Cement Tankers that has
recently changed its base from Broken Hill to Shepparton.
The Allen’s appreciate the work offered by Mawsons, so
have always had Mawson’s stickers on their race cars, and
now also on the race trailer.
For more information about the Allen race team, or to
follow Kelsey at her next event, please search “Allen
Motorsport” on Facebook.
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SILVERTON PROJECT UPDATE

Windmill blades moving along the road towards Silverton

Pictured above - This aerial photo of the first tower being erected at the Silverton
Wind farm was taken in early January 2018. The nose cone was being attached
with the first blade sitting at the base of the tower.

John Harry, Mawsons Plant manager, ably assisted by
ResourceCo Batcher, Mick Backhouse, and a large crew of
operators have tirelessly worked through the early starts
and the long day’s onsite to ensure the successful daily
operation of our on site plant at Silverton Wind farm. Special
recognition to the skills of our fleet of agitator truck drivers,
who were able to navigate the steep winding roads of the
Barrier Ranges well before sunrise, and the loader and
tipper drivers who also did an amazing job.
The concrete agitator fleet was fitted with GPS tracking
devices, to monitor and record each truck’s location and
speed. This proved to be a valuable tool for project planning
and helping to determine the balance of trucks needed to
match the distance from our plant to each tower.

Pictured above - turning off the highway onto the Broken Hill bypass

The dependable support from the raw material supply
managers and their teams, Phil Neal – Broken Hill Quarry,
Jordon Staker – Broken Hill Concrete plant and Rod Moon
– Mobile Quarry along with Bruce Clymo all have been
integral components in the successful execution of the
project.
The many staff that offered their time to support the project
from Mawsons Concrete plants and Quarries is recognised
and greatly appreciated. Thanks also to the subcontractors
who delivered cement, sand, stone and water to the site.
Mawsons concrete foundations will support larger towers
than originally planned. Each new tower will have main
sections that have been made in Vietnam, a 95 Tonne
German made turbine and three 65m long blades which are
made in Spain. In operation, the finished towers will have a
maximum blade tip height above ground of 180m.
Mathew Lees, Project Manager
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Pictured above - crane being assembled ready for the erection of one of the towers

Concrete & Quarries
KATUNGA FRESH PROJECT
Mawsons Numurkah Concrete plant was kept very busy
during October supplying concrete for the Katunga Fresh
Tomato Hot House.
The Numurkah team (with the help of the usual “ring ins”)
were pouring approximately 180 cubic metres per day
over a period of twenty six working days. The concrete
covered an area of 1600 square metres. Concreters and
finishers from Holland (yes, that’s the Holland in Europe!)
working on the project were very impressed with the
quality of Mawsons Concrete and the service provided by
the team.
The Hot House will be used for the dual purpose of
growing the tomato seedlings and then changing over to
growing out the tomato plants.

MOVEMBER
This year the Moustachioed Men of Mawsons raised
$1,850.00 which was matched dollar – for - dollar by
Mawsons (the Company), bringing the tally to $3,700.00
that will be contributed to the Movember Appeal.
Movember is an annual charity event that takes place
across the month of November, where men grow a
moustache to raise funds and awareness for men’s health
projects.
It targets the most prominent health issues faced by men:
prostate cancer, testicular cancer, mental health and
suicide prevention.
Since Movember first started in Australia in 2003, the
foundation has grown to fund more than 1,200 men’s
health initiatives across 21 countries. It is the only charity
to support men’s health on a global scale.
The four members of the Mawson team this year were
Brett Clarke (Yarrawonga Concrete), Marty Hubbard
(Kyneton Concrete), Shane Delbridge (Broken Hill
Concrete) and John McIlrath (OHS).
This year the winner was chosen through a vote via the
Mawsons Facebook page and Shane Delbridge came out
as the winner.
Congratulations Shane.

Pictured below - Shane being presented with the coverted shield by John McIlrath
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LEADERSHIP PROGRAM GRADUATES 2017
Last year I was lucky enough to be part of the Loddon
Murray Community Leadership Program (LMCLP). The
LMCLP is a fantastic opportunity for anyone who is
interested in being involved in their local communities and
for those who may have an interest in becoming involved
in or understanding more about the wider communities we
live in.
The program was made up of 26 program days which
are held at around 16 different locations across 9 Shires,
including four days in Melbourne and a week in Canberra.
The program is designed to give its participants a small
taste of the many different issues and triumphs that each
community comes across, and in many cases, spark an
interest in a cause that its participants may wish to get
involved in. The program started on February 17th and
finished with a graduation on November 17th 2017.
A highlight for me was the Canberra trip, in particular
the Australian War Memorial, where we met up with the
participants of the Northern Mallee Leadership Program
including one of our very own, Wayne Keyte. We spent a
week in Canberra where we were lucky enough to receive
presentations/briefings at places such as the CSIRO
building, Parliament House, Australian War Memorial and
the Australian Rural Leadership Foundation to name a few,
and dine with our local Members of Parliament.
I would like to thank Mawsons for the opportunity to take
part in this program which has now seen Wayne Keyte,
Jason Hensley and myself participate over the past two
years. It really is a one off program that highlights the
importance of developing strong leaders in our community
and encourages you to challenge yourself.

The Northern Mallee Leaders Community Leadership
Program comprises a part time learning opportunity of 23
days conducted over 15 themed sessions. Program content
is developed incorporating the unique regional issues and
people of the northern Mallee.
The sessions that comprised our Program included;
Community development, Arts & culture, Media/
communications, Regional economy & tourism, Vision
of region dinner, Metropolitan communities/state issues
and social justice, Health & Wellbeing, Leadership
week luncheon, Youth in our communities/education,
Understanding our political landscape/national issues,
International leadership, Governance/Justice, Food, water
& environment, with a final retreat weekend and the
Graduation ceremony on 9th November 2017.
The Leadership Program gives you the tools to take your
personal and professional life to a higher level, pushes
your boundaries and opens your eyes to a world you
never knew existed. It included special events such as
afternoon tea with the Governor General in the company
of Mawson’s own Travis Price (and others).
A massive highlight for me was attending the Australian
War Memorial and being introduced to Dr. Brendan
Nelson. It is hard to describe how much I’ve gained from
the program but for anyone out there considering it, just
go for it. Special thanks to Mawsons for sponsoring me
and to my team in Region 5 who kept the wheels turning
while I was busy with all the activities the program offered.
Wayne Keyte

Travis Price
Pictured below Travis at Old Parliament
House - Canberra
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Pictured below Wayne with his Graduation Certificate

Concrete & Quarries
Proudly supporting Mawsons Safety Awards

S A F E T Y M AT T E R S – S A F E T Y M AT T E R S – S A F E T Y M AT T E R S
The four Quarterly Castrol Safety Award winners are compiled and assessed for the Annual Safety Award for the best
contribution to health and safety by an employee, team, supervisor or manager. This award is determined by the Senior
OHS Committee. The prize is a perpetual trophy and a travel
voucher to the value of $2500.
The contestants for the annual award were:
September 2016 – Garry Collier and Ben Kenyon – Concrete
Maintenance Nominated by John McIlrath, OHS Compliance
and Wellbeing Manager for: Fabrication and implementation of
extendable ladders to access silo filtration units.
Access to the top of filter boxes on cement silos has been an issue
for some time. Gary and Ben developed the idea of modifying
commercial step ladders and installing them onto the side of the
filtration unit to allow safe access to the top to remove the filter.

December 2016 - Seymour Quarry
Nominated by Peter Richardson, GM Quarries
Traffic management in our quarry at Seymour has been an
issue for us since we commenced operations there in January
2014. The quarry is effectively split into two by the Sydney to
Melbourne railway line. Access to the pit from the weighbridge
and processing plant is via a railway underpass.
One side of this underpass was often impassable due to water
accumulating under it. Dump trucks, road trucks and light
vehicles utilised the remaining single lane. The quarry is accessed
by two entrances, one from the town precinct and one from the
west along Quarry Road. Quarry Road provides direct access into
the pit and operational areas. It was very difficult to know who
was entering the quarry from this direction.
The controls that have now been put in place have been very
effective in providing improved access, greater visability, tighter
security and better traffic flows.

March 2017 – Bendigo Concrete Plant
Nominated by Rob Pople, Bendigo Plant Manager
For developing a storage rack under the gob hopper crane. The
rack allows for safe and easy storage as well as removing the
manual handling associated with manoeuvring the hoppers into
a position to lift them into place on the truck.

June 2017 - Pyramid Hill Quarry
Nominated by Peter Richardson, General Manager, Quarries
The implementation of the Robotic Palletiser for the automatic
stacking of Granitgard product.
The task of palletising bags of Granitgard has been under
review due to the manual handling involved.
A number of methods have been used to minimize the manual
handling in the past, but a decision was made to go the “Whole
The winner of the Mawsons 2017 Annual Safety Award
Hog” and install a robot to stack the bags.
was the Pyramid Hill Quarry for the Robotic Bag
The operator fills and seals the bag at the bagging plant and
Stacker.
places it on the conveyor. The robot stacks the pallets and then
they are conveyed by forklift to the shrink wrapper. The robot
has greatly reduced the manual handling associated with the
task, with the added bonus of increased efficiency.
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BALRANALD CONCRETE PLANT
The new concrete plant at Balranald is now up and running. Situated
on a large site, approximately 115m x 115m, the plant is located
adjacent to the Sturt Highway at Balranald.
Construction started in November 2016 and the old Buronga concrete
plant, having been completely refurbished and relocated, was ready
for the first load to be batched and delivered from the new site on 13th
November 2017.
We are looking forward to meeting and providing first class concrete
products for the folk of Balranald and district for many years to come.
Well done to Wayne Keyte, Brett McNiven and the construction team
that turned this vacant block into a modern, safe and efficient concrete
plant.
A site picture of our new Balranald Concrete Plant

WEDDINGS

November 18th was the date chosen by Chris James, from
our Kyneton plant, and his partner Maddy for their wedding
in Moama at Morrison’s winery.
Following the wedding the happy couple spent their
honeymoon on a houseboat on the mighty Murray.
Congratulations Chris and Maddy.

Bright Football – Netball Clubrooms.
Mawsons Concrete has been used in the construction
and total transformation of the new Bright Multi- Purpose
Pavilion. New male and female change rooms, umpire
rooms, massage and medical rooms complete with a
large glassed viewing area and upstairs viewing deck
have been included in the works.
This building
will be a
great asset
to the Alpine
Shire and the
community
of Bright.

ENGAGEMENT
Congratulations to Kent McNeil and his fiancée Yvette
Myhill on the announcement of their engagement in
October 2017.
Kent and Yvette met at the Mystic Park Hotel on May 2nd
and a couple of weeks later Kent took Yvette on their
first date to the Lake Boga Quarry. And as they say in the
classics the rest is history!!
Congratulations also to Tyler Harrison and Nathan O’Toole
on the announcement of their engagement on February
14th. Our very best wishes to all.

STORK TALK
Congratulations to Andrew and Lauren Dobie on the
arrival of Maeve Annie Dobie. A dear little sister for
Phillipa (Pippa). Maeve arrived at 2.30am on January 10th
weighing 8lb 14ozs. All well.
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